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EDITORIAL 
You can't pass the border. There are soldiers waiting to get on you. And you have only one 

condom left. What do you do? You of course put on the condom, do the trick and die ever happily. 
Easy, wasn't it! 

This is going to be so-called mini editorial as I don't really have too much to chat about. I'm 
really begin to bog up for all those articles and letters conserning our view of the black. Can't you 
little trouble-makers realize, that joke is joke. And if you want to be active. do it somewhere else, 
pleeezzz! 

I just read the newest issue of Hack-mag. I was totally surprised. There were more than 300 
hundred pages, and no more than 20 of them were interesting. I really would call that amazing. 
What's the point in making such a big mag if there are only a few percent of readable articles? 
Wonder that. 

Have you already played Lemming IT or what ever the name was. I sincerely recommend you 
to have a try. It's absolutely fantastic. Now you really have to use your brains to get along. In the 
rust part you just went into a new stage and knew what to do. Not this time. You 've got to think. 
So not a good game for any crackers, who as we all know have something missing between the ears. 

Okay, how about really starting this LOSE YOUR ILLUSION IT ... 
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EVEN MORE INTERVIEWS 

TURBO / MIRAGE UK 

1. Tell us about yourself! 
* Well, I'm 33 and hav e been on the Amiga from the very start. I used to spend 11 hours a day 
copying for mail trading. With modems on the scene I no longer bother. I now write music + 
graphics for MIRAGE UK. MIRAGE is one of the oldest and (hopefully) most respected groups 
in the UK. Plug! Plug! 
2. What is your opinion abou t the UK scene and the scene in 
general? 
- With advance of modem users the scene in the UK has become a little 
tired and boring. The funny letters. the mental characters on the scene 
have all but gone! There are some good coders in the UK like 
ANARCHY. SAE but the original ideas come from abroad. My 
opinion of the world scene is it's run out of steam and enthusiasm 
(another optimist. How clever). Many of my friends along with menow 
swap music tapes and fun letters. 
3. Who would you most like to meet? 
* Nobody in partiCUlar (not even us? that's cruel!)? 
4. What are your music tastes like? 
* Varies tastes like rock (Guns n'Roses etc.). raggie, some house. pop, gothic, punk, in fact I've 
a very wide taste in music. 
5. What do you think about piracy? 
* Well after 5 years of trading I would be hepacrytical (what an adjective) to slag it off. I fmnly 
believe that most users who trade are in the scene for friendship and fun . We would rarely buy a 
game if there was no pirate copys and some would not even keep the Amiga. Those who do buy 
originals are not on the Amiga scene usually and would not have a clue of the friendship envolved. 
However I do not agree with the selling of copys of games, only swapping. If we like the friendship, 
if we like writing to Amiga penpals, if we like to be a bit extrovert! !! Then let's trade in copys not 
CASH! Or else the shrunking Amiga scene will vanish up its own ass. (Tell that to the crackers. 
I heard there is a new war between TRSI & SKIDROW. That should tell you something about the 
wisdom of those guys. I mean, can you really fight for something more meaningless than one 
computer-scene. It's shouldn't be that serious business). 
6. How did you he come a MIRAGE UK member? 
* Well to answer it fully would fill this mag!! But anyway I was the founder member of MIRAGE 
UK after being in various lame groups like THE Wll..DCATS and VIRUS (UK). I decided I could 
do better on my own , then a couple mates - Axxion - Sparks asked to join together as MIRAGE 
UK. We were then only 3 and half members! When we suddenly found out there were a couple 
groups abroad called MIRAGE, MIRAGE INT and MIRAGE (Germany). we decided a name 
change was in order as we couldn't contact MIRAGE abroad. We caljed ourselves ODYSSEY. We 
soon produced cool demos, music etc. Until one day we managed to contact MIRAGE INT. After 



they agreed for us to be the UK team we reverted back to MIRAGE UK. Phew (Atleast no wars 
were needed)! 
7. What did you think of the attempted coup in USSR? 
* Well I think it has done Russia a big favour as it' s brought all the back-stabbers out of the closet 
and revealled what could have been a political stumbling block to Russia. Now they can .clean out 
the reds (corrupt communists) and form a western style government, communism does not work! ! 
At last the Russians are free . But free to do what? The freedom to starve? Freedom to tune in to 
westeIn radio. Only problem is they can't afford the radio batteries? If you understand (no fear! ) 
what I mean. They still have hard times ahead. and their technologie is years behind. Do you know 
if you ordered a telephone today in Russia it would take 13 months before they install it? That's 
a fact (well, atleast they have something that works faster than in the western countries). 
8. Do you think somebody else would be interested in this interview? 
* I bloody hope so after all this writing (you better hope more and 
fast). 
9. What is your favourite TV channel? 
* MTV music channel and Sky movies and something from 
BBC2 and channel 4. 
10. Send greetings to! 
* Hi to Scooter, ADS, Toxic andOutofDEFJAM + aUmy mates 
over there in Australia / N. Zealand, who phoned me. Also thanks 
to Zoot (Rick), Pronto (Steve) of MIRAGE who have been pals 
in MIRAGE for years. Hi Lynx! How is Paul C these days? Still 
living with you, is he? 

THANK YOU FOR THAT ONE. AND STILL YOU HAVE TO WAIT A LITTLE BEFORE 
THE ACTUAL CHRISTMAS FUN BEGINS ... 
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Welcome to the the music news . The new album from U2, "Achtung Baby" (what an intelligent 
title), is finally out. It wasn't worth to wail, as they 've changed their style into somewhat worse 
direction. They sound more like Albanian refugees nowadays, but at least their single "The Fly" 
knocked Bryan Adams off the number one spot (praise the lord!). 

Another total failure is "Greatest Hits" from R.E.M. I'm wondering what greatest hits did they 
have before "Losing My Religion" anyway? This is a total "get-the-money- from-stupid-people" 
product (ha, don't look at me, I <lido 't buy it!). Anyway the band claims thattheir record company 
wanted to release the album against their will. Who cares he dies. 

Lou Reed, also been involved with the legendary Velvet Underground in the sixties, is about to 
release a new album . Jfyou are looking for something you'd surely like, better listen to it before 
buying, but in case you 're intelligent enough, you'll fmd Reed's lyrics extremely interesting. 

Bad Religion, the band with the drummer who can play only one way, has a new album out too. 
This isn't very interesting because when you 've heard one song from them you 've heard them all. 



I think it isn't funny making twenty same kind of songs and change only the lyrics . WelL 
everybody's got his sense of humour. 
I also heard a rumour that Saddam Hussein is going to release a folk music record called "Is lame ". 

What do you do now, Salman Rushdie? Anyway. this rumour comes from rather unreliable 
sources, so don't hold your breath. 

The fake-blues-guitarist Eric Clapton has released a live album 
called "24 hours", as well as Neil Young. What surprises me is the 
fact that Neil Young ever got out to play a gig instead of drinking 
coffee in that shed in the middle of feed. 

Well, next time we'll announce who gets the idiot of the year -
prize from the ToiletPaper staff. Merry Christmas and remember 
that you can get listatuotteet from A-marketista. 

SOME POETRY, S'IL VOUS PLAIT. 

POETRY CORNER 
It's here again. The visiting poet is Anthrax/DNlNE. First his view of the world. 

Am I really sitting here? Have I gone insane? 
Why do I put up with this, it is not a fucking game. 

where are we all going to? What is there ahead? 
I wish I had a gun, I could shoot these bastards dead. 

They try and tell us what to do, they think that they are right. 
Why are we all doing this? Come on, we stand and fight! 

They think they are our gods 
They treat us just like sods 

We will overthrow 
In the rain, in the snow 

No more! can they tell us lies 
These polilitions, we defy! 

What is their attitude, I wish that I could know! 
If I had a gun, then off their heads would blow! 

They sit all day and eat, they gel paid for doing this! 
They even have to force themselves to go and have a piss! 
Actions speak louder that words, you stupid fuckin' knobs! 

If the people had our way, we'd take your fuckin' jobs! 

TO BE CONTINUED ... 



IS YOUR LIFE REALLY BORING? 
ARE YOU BEING FUCKED UP? 

BUY WONDER ROPE, 
THOUSANDS OF USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD HAVE 

BEEN PLEASED WITH THIS NEW AND FANTASTIC ROPE. 

JOIN THEM. BECOME A SUCCESS. THIS IS THE CHANCE OF 
YOUR LIFETIME. DON'T HESITATE OR YOU'LL MISS IT. 

ORDER NOW AND WE GIVE YOU A 100% MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED. SEND YOUR CREDIT-CARD 
DETAILS TO: 

ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. 

HOMOS & SONS 
SEMETARYVAGEN 666 
00710 GAYVILLA 
SWEDEN 

AND REMEMBER: WONDER ROPE IS NOT A V All..ABLE IN ANY SHOPS. 

WONDER ROPE! AND YOUR TRIP TO HEAVEN CAN BEGIN! 



What law have you imposed? We don't want this shit! 
We hate you fuckin' cunts, throw them in the pit! 

When we next elect, be assured it's not you! 
What you always say, it's what you do! 

Practise what you preach, don't give us this crap! 
Ban these stupid laws, or we 'U hit not tap! 
I wish I had your job, then I would rule! 
You'd be cast away, you fuckin' fool! 

Comment: Well, Anthrax, I certainly think that everybody got your point Nice to see a poem that 
fits so nicely in the middle of the Christmas-issue. 

CHRISTMAS - POEM 

So came the Christmas-eve 
Time for Santa to leave 

"Ohoe!" Shouted the oldest brownie, 
"no need to hurry with that bitch 

it is still early!" 
Soon after he was heading to west 
wouldn't have passed the sobertest 

On one roof he fell on his back 
Inside a boy said to his dad: 
"If it's Santa, boy am I glad." 

But but but... He hadn't been a good boy 
No presents for him, not one single toy 

FinaUy Santa got back home 
Wanted to get drunk all alone 

He called a sexphone and ordered some joy 
''I'm northern's wildest playboy", 

had he said 
before going into the bed 

Next morning he had a hellish darra 
(=that's Finnish meaning hangover, harra harra!) 

Comment: Veeery goood! wasn't it? But it was done by us, so what else could you expectthan the 
best 

AND NOW SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT... 
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HOW TO INSULT 
Do you often feel that no matter what is the subject you're always the loser when it comes 

to insulting. Well, things don't have to be in that way. Just learn the noble skill of insulting 
with us case by case. Let's stop this small talk and get to the real action. 

When talking about girls: 
Friend : Boy is that girl pretty or what ! 
You : I wouldn't agree. Just a nonnal-looking shit

face. 
Friend : Oh yeah! Well. anyway she's about thousand times 

better-looking than your mum! 
(Ooohh! That had to hurt, but no problem ••• ) 
You : Atleast mine isn't selling her stuff on the 

street. 

See, it wasn't so hard! Then a very useful one ..• 
Friend : I think that... 
You : You? Really? I don't believe it! This is something 

unbelieveable. Since when have been able to do it? 

Offense is the best defence, ha? Next. •• 
Friend 

You 

: You remind me of something. Yeah now I know! 
Your face is just like an asshole! 

: Sorry, but you must have mixed me up with your 
mirror. 

Next one is very useful if you want to start insulting: 
You : What's that spot on you face? It looks like a big 

pimple! 
Friend : Where, where? Here? 
You : No, lower (=or upper). 
Friend : Here? 
You : Oh now I am sorry. It was just your nose. It's just 

that I've never seen such a shapeless one. 

Next one is also very important when you don't quite get something: 
You : Sorry, I didn't quite get it. 
fu~ :~~~an~m~ 

You : No, Ijust haven't been learning suahili forlong yet. 

OK, this was chapter one. Hope you have enjoyed reading and learning this article. But the real 
learning is done on the streets, so get yourself out and have a little chat with somebody. Brake your 



way through. Reach the famousness. Be cool. Be popular. And all because of a tiny little skill. No 
need to thank us. Next time we will present the ultimate insulting comprehension. Till then .. . 

Goodbye. l) { 

NEXT TO KEEP YOU UPDATED.. . I 

NEWS 
The world is a hot place and it· s our duty to inform you about certain matters happened lately. 

A bit different, a lot... 

* Santa Claus may be a bit delayed this year because of an unexpected puncturation of his reindeer. 
But hey, what would Christmas be without a little excitement. Or what do you think Turtles
waiters? 

* A real tragedy in Sweden. A swedish man finally did it. He looked under his grass- cutter to see 
if the plate was still running. It was ... 

* Gennans do it better. In gennany they developed a new kind of condom, which was meant to 
protect against all the known viruses and bakteries. Sadly the first user didn't get it off and was 
suffocated. 

* NKOTB (=Noisy Kickshaws On The Bullshit) is actually quite an amusing band. Or should I say 
its fans are. I just can't help from laughing for those screaming and crying girlies on the screen. 
And the most importanL.. It's totally free! 

* We also want to bring our sympathies for the fonner member of Queen, Freddy Mercury because 
of his unexpected death to AIDS. But let's keep in mind thaL.. Gay must go on ... 

* The strange thing is still happening. We can't inform more .. Just wait and see! 

AND AS YOU BEEN WAITING FOR THOSE QUIZ ANSWERS, HERE WE GO ... 

ANSWERS FOR OUR CHRISTMAS - QUIZ 

1. That's right. Only this one! 

2. Naughty you! We know what you were thinking. But the right answer is of course that the man 
has been repairing their broken washing machine. 

3. Drop off those dirty thoughts. They had been of course cleaning the bedroom and were glad 
because of getting the work finally done. 





4. You racist! How do you think Santa would move around with his sleigh when there is no snow. 
By flying ? 

5. One and one for reserve in case the other happens to go flat. 

6. No. they are not pomomagazines. Ma is just angry because the 
fine comics are all covered with Santa's dirty fingerprints . Never 
eat when reading! 

7. Because in the end it says that Ma opened her mouth for the first 
time . Actually it was the second time. The first onc was when she 
screamed. Or do you think she did it mouth shut? 

8. very simple: f(x) = x+ 1 (d+q(q/3.34565»/x(2/dq)(q+d-x) In 

which 
x = good works during the year 
d = the amount of your pocket money 
q = the number of the newest rocky-film 

9. WRONG! It ' s booze, booze and one gorgeous girl to ... chat with. 

10. Right! Who is she? 

HOPE YOU DID ALRIGHT. NOW IT'S TIME TO BLOW UP THE MUSIC-SCENE ADDRES
SES ... 

MUSIC - SCENE! 

In case you do not know ... The music-scene was built up by people who remarked that it's 
great fun to swap music-tapes with their friends, and so to receive by mail music which one 
else would have never ever heard ... 

As this scene is still in its beginning, there are not that many members. But we are growing, 
slowly but constantly! 

If you want to take part you should be: 

- reliable and fair 
- willing to swap music-tapes 
- uninterested in charts, as there aren't any 



For joining give a mention to ROOIGER KOHL. Address follows below. I will enter your datas 
on an updated version of that address-sheet. Do not expect to receive any reply from RDDIGER 
if you do not want to swap with him - he'll simply add your address. 

Create your data-sheet as follows : 

- Private address 
- Styles you'd like to swap 
- any further comments worth to be mentioned 

You would do us a favour. if you spread this sheet in order to make thi s scene a bit more public. 
Thanks! 

But let's get started with the addresses of those that already take part. .. 

ADDRESSES OF THE MUSIC - SCENE MEMBERS 

Fast eddie 
6 Mill Lane 
Billingham 
Cleveland 

TS 23 IHF 
ENGLAND 

Riidiger Kohl 
Wiesenstr. 67 
W -4130 Moers 1 
GERMANY 

Marko T. KilpeHiinen 
Linnasaarenkuja SA 
78300 Varkaus 
FINLAND 

Nik Albert 
2 Nel Gwyn 
240 Avondale Rd. 
Greyville 
Durban 
4001 
SOUTH AFRICA 

CONTINUES ... 

Styles: all types except metal,prefers rap
music 

Comment:likes long letters. only reliable 
ones, also Amiga and megadrive 
3.S inch disk swap 

Styles: anything except chart-surfers 
Comment: no Germans, likes long letters 

also legal C64 swap 

Styles: almost anything 
Comments: likes long letters 

Styles: alternative - no commercial 
musIc 

Comments: likes long letters, also for PC 
swap 



Bjarte Thorson 
Kvemabekkvn.36A 
N-5047 Fana 
NORWAY 

Kevin Renshaw 
60 Edith Ave 
St. Judes 
Plymouth 
ENGLAND 

Joachim van Hoorde 
Flierke4B 
2670 Puurs 
BELGIUM 

Cenk Koseoglu 
Ataolgog Sokak No:14 
80850 Emirgan/Istanbul 
TURKEY 

Mar<!k Cendrowicz 
ul. Piaskowa 11 
05822 Milanowek 
POLAND 

Martin Frech 
Kurt-Schumacher-Str. 13 
W-6361 Niddatal2 
GERMANY 

Styles: no chart-surfers or death/trash 
metal music 

Styles: rock. pop. punk 
Comments: no house. rap. death/trash 

metal 

Styles: death-metal 
Comments: likes long letters 

Styles: metal-music. prefers death/trash 

Styles: only rap 
Comments: likes long letters. also for 

C64 and Amiga swapping 

Styles: disco. hiphop. rap. techno 
Comments: also for C64 bizz 

THAT WAS A VERY LOVELY WAY TO FILL THESE ELSE SO EMPTY PAGES. HOPE 
TO HAVE MORE THAT KIND OF ARTICLES IN THE FUTURE. 

THE OTHER FAMOUS LAST WORDS. HERE I'D LIKE TO GIVE 
SOME PERSONAL CREDIT FOR THINGS THAT KEEP US 
GOING. PAHKASlKA - THE FINNISH MAGAZINE IS ABSO
LUTEL Y GREAT. AND IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR REALLY 
SICK HUMOUR IN FINLAND CHECH OUT MYRKKY AND 
JORMA. GOTIA GO ... 
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